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Abstract

An important class of planar straight�line drawings of graphs are the convex drawings�
in which all faces are drawn as convex polygons� A graph is said to be convex planar if it
admits a convex drawing� We consider the problem of testing convex planarity in a semi�
dynamic environment� where a graph is subject to on�line insertions of vertices and edges�
We present on�line algorithms for convex planarity testing with the following performance�
where n denotes the number of vertices of the graph� convex planarity testing and insertion of
vertices take O��� worst�case time� insertion of edges takes O�log n� amortized time� and the
space requirement of the data structure is O�n�� Furthermore� we give a new combinatorial
characterization of convex planar graphs�
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� Introduction

Planar straight�line drawings of graphs are especially interesting for their combinatorial and geometric prop�
erties� A classical result independently established by Steinitz and Rademacher ����� Wagner ���� Fary ����
and Stein ���� shows that every planar graph has a planar straight�line drawing� A grid drawing is a draw�
ing in which the vertices have integer coordinates� Independently� de Fraysseix� Pach� and Pollack �	�� and
Schnyder ���� have shown that every n�vertex planar graph has a planar straight�line grid drawing with
O�n�� area�

An important class of planar straight�line drawings are convex drawings� in which all faces are drawn
as convex polygons �see Fig� ��a� Fig� ��b and Fig� ��a�� Convex drawings of graphs have been extensively
studied in graph theory� A graph is said to be convex planar if it admits a convex drawing� Tutte ���� ���
considered strictly�convex drawings� in which faces are strictly�convex polygons �i�e� � angles are not allowed��
He shows that every triconnected planar graph is strictly�convex planar� and that a strictly�convex drawing
can be constructed by solving a system of linear equations� Tutte ���� ���� Thomassen ���� �	�� and Chiba�
Yamanouchi� and Nishizeki ��� have given combinatorial characterizations of convex and strictly�convex
planar graphs� In ��� linear time algorithms are given for convex planarity testing and for constructing convex
drawings with real coordinates� Chiba� Onoguchi� and Nishizeki ��� extend the results of ��� to construct

quasi convex� drawings for graphs that are not convex planar� Kant ���� ��� presents a linear time algorithm
for constructing convex drawings with integer coordinates and quadratic area� Finally� parallel algorithms
for convex planarity testing and for constructing convex drawings have been given by Dehne� Djidjev and
Sack ��� and by He and Kao �����

In this paper� we present the following results on convex planarity�

� We give a new combinatorial characterization of convex planar graphs and strictly�convex planar
graphs� Our characterization appears to be simpler and more intuitive than the ones previously pre�
sented in the literature ��� ��� �	� ��� ����

� We consider the problem of testing convex planarity in a semi�dynamic environment� where a graph
is subject to on�line insertions of vertices and edges� We present on�line algorithms for convex and
strictly�convex planarity testing with the following performance� where n denotes the number of vertices
of the graph� �strictly�� convex planarity testing and insertion of vertices take O��� worst�case time�
insertion of edges takes O�logn� amortized time� and the space requirement of the data structure is
O�n��

Note that the �strictly�� convex planarity property is not monotone� Namely� there exists a sequence
of insertions of vertices and edges on a planar graph G such that G alternatively gains or loses �strictly��
convex planarity after each insertion operation�

Previous work on dynamic planarity testing and dynamic graph drawing is reported in ��� �� ��� ��� ���
��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Besides their theoretical signi�cance� our results are motivated by the development of advanced graph
drawing systems� A variety of visualization applications require to automatically draw graphs� Examples in�
clude programming environments �e�g�� displaying entity�relationship diagrams and subroutine�call graphs��
algorithms animation systems �e�g�� representing data structures�� and project planning systems �e�g�� dis�
playing pert diagrams and organization charts�� Several graph drawing systems have been recently devised
�see� for example� ���� ����� Such systems usually have a library of graph drawing algorithms� each devised
to take into account a speci�c set of aesthetic requirements� Thus� in graph drawing systems the problem of
selecting� among a set of algorithms� the one that provides the 
best� visualization is of crucial importance�
Since graph drawing systems are used interactively� the above selection problem has to be solved under tight
performance requirements� especially for large graphs� The problem becomes harder when the graphs to be
represented are subject to frequent updates� For example� given a graph� the system may need to quickly
determine whether a convex drawing algorithm can be applied�

Open problems left by this work include�

� Reduce the amortized time complexity of the various operations to O���n��� La Poutr�e ���� has recently
shown that on�line planarity testing can be done within this bound�
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� Develop a fully dynamic convex planarity testing algorithm� The best algorithm for fully dynamic
planarity testing performs query and update operations in amortized time O�

p
n� �����

� Characterize the area required by a strictly�convex drawing� Kant ���� ��� has shown that convex
drawings with integer coordinates can be constructed with quadratic area� It is also known that
drawing a cycle as a strictly�convex polygon with integer vertex coordinates requires cubic area ��	��

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Preliminary de�nitions are given in Section �� Section �
contains the combinatorial characterization� The on�line algorithm for convex planarity testing is presented
in Section ��

� Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with planar graphs and with graph connectivity ����� We recall the following de�ni�
tions� a separating k�set of a graph is a set of k vertices whose removal disconnects the graph� separating
��sets and ��sets are called cut�vertices and separation pairs� respectively� a graph is biconnected if it is
connected and has no cut�vertices� it is triconnected if it is biconnected and has no separation pairs�

For background on graph drawing� see ��� �� � ��� �	� ���� A drawing of a graph maps each vertex to
a distinct point of the plane and each edge �u� v� to a simple Jordan curve with end�points u and v� A
drawing is planar if no two edges intersect� except� possibly� at common end�points� A graph is planar if it
has a planar drawing� A straight�line drawing is a drawing such that each edge is mapped to a straight�line
segment�

Two planar drawings of a planar graph G are equivalent if� for each vertex v� they have the same circular
clockwise sequence of edges incident with v� Hence� the planar drawings of G are partitioned into equivalence
classes� Each of those classes is called an embedding of G� An embedded planar graph �also plane graph� is
a planar graph with a prescribed embedding� A triconnected planar graph has a unique embedding� up to a
re�ection� A planar drawing divides the plane into topologically connected regions delimited by cycles� such
cycles are called faces� The external face is the boundary of the unbounded region� Two equivalent planar
drawings have the same faces� Hence� one can refer to the faces of an embedding�

A convex drawing of a planar graph G is a planar straight�line drawing of G in which all the faces are
drawn as convex polygons� A strictly�convex drawing of a planar graph G is a planar straight�line drawing
of G in which all the faces are drawn as strictly�convex polygons �i�e�� no � angle is allowed�� A graph is
said �strictly�� convex planar if it admits a �strictly�� convex drawing�

Lemma � A graph is �strictly�� convex planar only if it is biconnected�

Our data structure makes use of rooted trees� The dynamic trees of Sleator and Tarjan ��� ��� sup�
port link�cut operations and various queries �such as �nding the lowest�common ancestor of two nodes� in
logarithmic time� As shown in ����� they can be modi�ed to support ordered trees and expand�contract
operations� In the description of time bounds we use standard concepts of amortized complexity �����

In the rest of this section� the SPQR�tree presented in ���� ��� ��� ��� is described� Let G be a biconnected
graph� A split pair of G is either a pair of adjacent vertices or a separation pair� In the former case the split
pair is said trivial� in the latter non�trivial� A split component of a split pair fu� vg is either an edge �u� v�
or a maximal subgraph C of G such that C contains u and v� and fu� vg is not a split pair of C� In the
former case the split component is said trivial� in the latter non�trivial� Note that each vertex of G distinct
from u and v belongs to exactly one non�trivial split component of fu� vg� Let fs� tg be a split pair of G� A
maximal split pair fu� vg of G with respect to fs� tg is a split pair of G distinct from fs� tg such that for any
other split pair fu�� v�g of G� there exists a split component of fu�� v�g containing vertices u� v� s� and t�

Let e � �s� t� be an edge of G� called reference edge� The SPQR�tree T of G with respect to e describes a
recursive decomposition of G induced by its split pairs� Tree T is a rooted ordered tree whose nodes are of
four types� S� P� Q� and R� Each node � of T has an associated biconnected multigraph� called the skeleton
of � and denoted by skeleton���� Also� it is associated with an edge of the skeleton of the parent � of ��
called the virtual edge of � in skeleton���� Tree T is recursively de�ned as follows�
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Figure �� �a� A strictly�convex drawing of a biconnected planar graph G� �b� A convex drawing of G� �c�
The SPQR�tree of G and the skeletons of its nodes� The non�trivial virtual edges are drawn with dashed
lines� the trivial virtual edges are represented by solid lines� the Q�nodes are represented by squares� and the
skeletons of the Q�nodes are not shown�
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Figure �� �a� A non�convex drawing of a biconnected planar graph G� �b� The SPQR�tree of G and the
skeletons of its nodes�
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Trivial Case� If G consists of exactly two parallel edges between s and t� then T consists of a single Q�node
whose skeleton is G itself�

Parallel Case� If the split pair fs� tg has at least three split components G�� � � � � Gk �k � ��� the root of
T is a P�node �� Graph skeleton��� consists of k parallel edges between s and t� denoted e�� � � � � ek�
with e� � e�

Series Case� If the split pair fs� tg has exactly two split components� one of them is the reference edge
e� and we denote with G� the other split component� If G� has cut�vertices c�� � � � � ck�� �k � �� that
partition G into its blocks G�� � � � � Gk� in this order from s to t� the root of T is an S�node �� Graph
skeleton��� is the cycle e�� e�� � � � � ek� where e� � e� c� � s� ck � t� and ei connects ci�� with ci
�i � �� � � � � k��

Rigid Case� If none of the cases above applies� let fs�� t�g� � � � � fsk� tkg be the maximal split pairs of G with
respect to fs� tg �k � ��� and for i � �� � � � � k� let Gi be the union of all the split components of fsi� tig
except the one containing the reference edge e� The root of T is an R�node �� Graph skeleton��� is
obtained from G by replacing each subgraph Gi with the edge ei between si and ti�

Except for the trivial case� � has children ��� � � � � �k in this order� such that �i is the root of the SPQR�tree
of graph Gi�ei with respect to reference edge ei �i � �� � � � � k�� The tree so obtained has a Q�node associated
with each edge of G� except the reference edge e� We complete the SPQR�tree by adding another Q�node�
representing the reference edge e� and making it the parent of � so that it becomes the root� Examples of
SPQR�trees are shown in Fig� ��c and in Fig� ��b�

The virtual edge of node �i is edge ei of skeleton���� A virtual edge is said trivial if the corresponding
node �i is a Q�node� non�trivial otherwise� The endpoints of ei are called the poles of �i� Graph Gi is called
the pertinent graph of node �i� and the expansion graph of edge ei�

Let � be a node of T � We have�

� if � is an R�node� then skeleton��� is a triconnected graph�

� if � is an S�node� then skeleton��� is a cycle�

� if � is a P�node� then skeleton��� is a triconnected multigraph consisting of a bundle of multiple edges�

� if � is a Q�node� then skeleton��� is a biconnected multigraph consisting of two multiple edges�

The skeletons of the nodes of T are homeomorphic to subgraphs of G� Also� the union of the sets of
split pairs of the skeletons of the nodes of T is equal to the set of split pairs of G� It is possible to
show that SPQR�trees of the same graph with respect to di�erent reference edges are isomorphic and are
obtained one from the other by selecting a di�erent Q�node as the root� SPQR�trees are closely related to the
classical decomposition of biconnected graphs into triconnected components ����� Namely� the triconnected
components of a biconnected graph G are in one�to�one correspondence with the internal nodes of the SPQR�
tree� the R�nodes correspond to triconnected graphs� the S�nodes to polygons� and the P�nodes to bonds�
SPQR�trees of planar graphs were introduced in ���� and applied to the problem of on�line planarity testing�

The SPQR�tree T of a planar graph with n vertices and m edges has m Q�nodes and O�n� S�� P�� and
R�nodes� Also� the total number of vertices of the skeletons stored at the nodes of T is O�n��

� A New Characterization of �Strictly�� Convex Planar Graphs

Let � be a planar straight�line drawing of a biconnected planar graph G� A vertex of G is said external
�resp�� internal� in � if it is �resp�� it is not� a vertex of the external face of �� An external �resp�� internal�
edge in � is de�ned analogously� A subgraph G� of G is drawn outside �resp�� inside� � if G� has �resp�� does
not have� external edges� The external cycle of a split component C in � is the cycle of G bounding the
region of the plane in which C is drawn�

Lemma � Let G be a biconnected planar graph and let � be a strictly convex drawing of G� The non�trivial
split components of G are drawn outside ��
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Figure �� A split component drawn inside ��

Proof� Suppose� for a contradiction� that a non�trivial split component C of a split pair fu� vg is drawn
inside �� Vertices u and v divide the external cycle of C into two �possibly not disjoint� paths p� and
p�� Path p� �p�� is part of an internal face f� �f�� of G �see Fig� ��� By easy geometric considerations� it
follows that if f� is drawn as a strictly�convex polygon in � then f� is not and vice versa� Thus � is not a
strictly�convex drawing� a contradiction� �

Corollary � Let G be a biconnected planar graph and let � be a strictly�convex drawing of G� For each
separation pair fu� vg� vertices u and v must be external in ��

Proof� Suppose� for a contradiction� that at least one vertex of separation pair fu� vg is internal in �� All
but one split components of fu� vg are drawn inside �� thus� by Lemma �� � is not a strictly�convex drawing�
a contradiction� �

We are now ready to state the main result of this section�

Theorem � Let G be a biconnected planar graph and let T be the SPQR�tree of G� Graph G is strictly�
convex planar if and only if� for each node � of T � there exists an embedding of skeleton��� with all the
non�trivial virtual edges on the same face�

Proof� Only if� Let � indicate a strictly�convex drawing of G�
If � is a Q� or S�node� then skeleton��� is a pair of parallel edges or a cycle� respectively� and the claim

is trivially true�
If � is a P�node� then suppose� for a contradiction� that skeleton��� contains at least three �parallel�

non�trivial virtual edges with common endpoints u and v� Even if u and v are external vertices in �� the
expansion graph of one of the virtual edges is 
drawn between� the expansion graphs of the other two� that
is� drawn inside �� Thus� by Lemma �� � is not strictly�convex� a contradiction�

If � is an R�node� consider the expansion graphs of the non�trivial virtual edges in skeleton���� By
Lemma �� such expansion graphs must be drawn outside �� It follows that if we replace them in � with
straight�line segments �representing their virtual edges�� we obtain a planar straight�line drawing �� of
skeleton���� in which all the non�trivial virtual edges are on the external face� The claim is then proved if
we consider that skeleton��� is a triconnected planar graph and thus it has a unique embedding�

If� We show how to construct a strictly�convex drawing � of G in a circle c while visiting T � For each
node � of T � we choose as external the face of skeleton��� containing the non�trivial virtual edges and we
draw skeleton��� in a circular segment of c�

At the beginning of the visit of T � the circular segment coincides with c and we draw the skeleton of the
root of T �two parallel virtual edges� one of which trivial� as a chord of c� At each following step� let � be the
node currently visited and let � be its parent� If � is a P�� S�� or R� node� the virtual edge e� in skeleton���
is represented by a chord of c which identi�es a circular segment s� �see Fig� ��a��

If � is a Q�node� skeleton��� is drawn by placing the poles of � �i�e� the common endpoints of e� and of
the edge of G in skeleton���� at the endpoints of the line segment representing e��
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Figure �� An example of the construction in the proof of Theorem ��

If � is a P�node� skeleton��� is drawn by placing the poles of � �i�e� the common endpoints of e� and of
the other two virtual edges in skeleton���� one of which trivial� at the endpoints of the chord identifying s��

If � is an S�node� skeleton��� is drawn by placing the poles of � �i�e� the endpoints of e� in skeleton����
at the endpoints of the chord identifying s�� and the other vertices at distinct points of the circular arc of
s��

If � is an R�node� a strictly�convex drawing of skeleton��� is obtained by using the algorithm of Tutte ����
or the algorithm of Chiba et al� ��� ��� with the poles of � �i�e� the endpoints of e� in skeleton���� at the
endpoints of the chord identifying s� and the other external vertices at distinct points of the circular arc of
s��

Then e� and e� are removed from the drawing� If � is a Q�node� the whole step consists of replacing a
trivial virtual edge of the drawing with an edge of G� If � is a P�node� it consists of replacing a non�trivial
virtual �external� edge of the drawing with two parallel virtual edges �one of which trivial�� If � is an S�node�
it consists of appending a strictly�convex polygon to the drawing along a non�trivial virtual �external� edge�
which is then removed� If � is an R�node� it consists of appending a strictly�convex drawing of a triconnected
planar graph to the drawing along a non�trivial virtual �external� edge� which is then removed �see Fig� ��b��

Note that� at each step� the following invariants hold for the drawing that is being constructed�

� the non�trivial virtual edges are external in the drawing� and are represented by chords of c�

� if � is an S� or R�node� the internal face generated by the removal of e� and e� is a strictly�convex
polygon� in fact� the two faces sharing e� � e� before the removal are strictly�convex polygons� the
endpoints of e� and e� are placed on c� and the drawing is contained in c�

� the external face is a strictly�convex polygon� since all its vertices are on c�

The planarity of � follows from the planarity of the drawings of the skeletons and from the skeletons
being recursively drawn inside empty circular segments of c� �

It is easy to verify that the SPQR�tree of the graph in Fig� � satis�es the condition of Theorem �� Hence�
the graph of Fig� � is strictly�convex planar�

Instead� consider the SPQR�tree of the graph in Fig� �� The skeleton of the R�node child of the root
does not admit an embedding with all the non�trivial virtual edges on the same face� Hence� the condition
of Theorem � is not satis�ed� and the graph of Fig� � is not strictly�convex planar�

In the rest of this section we extend the characterization of Theorem � to non�strictly�convex drawings�
A non�trivial split component of split pair fu� vg is said a �u� v��chain if it is a path� A �u� v��chain C is

maximal if there is no �u�� v���chain C� such that C is a proper subpath of C��

�



Lemma � Let � be a convex drawing of a biconnected planar graph G� and let C be a �u� v��chain of G
drawn inside �� The following properties hold�

�� there exist at most three �u� v��chains�

	� the �u� v��chains distinct from C are drawn outside ��


� u and v are not adjacent�

Proof� We �rst prove that� for each split pair fu� vg� at most one �u� v��chain C of G can be drawn inside ��
The proof is similar to that of Lemma �� placing the vertices of C on a straight�line segment� Properties ��
� and � easily follow� �

The reduced graph of a biconnected graph G is the biconnected graph G�� homeomorphic to G� obtained
from G in the following way� If G is a cycle� exactly one maximal �u� v��chain is replaced with vertex w and
edges �u�w�� �w� v�� If G is not a cycle� for each non�trivial split pair fu� vg of G� exactly one of the maximal
�u� v��chains �if any� is replaced with edge �u� v�� called short�cut�

Theorem � A biconnected graph is convex planar if and only if its reduced graph is strictly�convex planar�

Proof� Let G be a biconnected graph and let G� be its reduced graph� If G is a cycle the claim is trivially
proved� In the rest of the proof we assume that G is not a cycle�

Only if� Let �c be a convex drawing of G� As seen in the proof of Lemma �� for each maximal �u� v��chain
C of G drawn inside �c� the vertices of C are placed on a straight�line segment� By replacing each maximal
�u� v��chain of G drawn inside �c with short�cut �u� v�� drawn as a straight�line segment� we obtain a convex
drawing ��c of the reduced graph G�� Note that in ��c there may still be � angles around external vertices of
degree two and around vertices of degree at least three� It is easy to see that a strictly�convex drawing ��sc
of G� can always be obtained from ��c by local adjustment of those vertices�

If� Let ��sc be a strictly�convex drawing of G�� A convex drawing of G can be obtained from ��sc by
replacing each short�cut �u� v� with the corresponding maximal �u� v��chain� drawn placing the vertices on a
straight�line segment� �

� On�Line Convex Planarity Testing

We consider a semi�dynamic environment where a planar graph G is updated by the insertion of vertices and
edges that preserve planarity� The repertory of query and update operations extends the one given in �����

Convex� Determine whether G is convex planar�

StrictlyConvex� Determine whether G is strictly�convex planar�

Test�v�� v��� Determine whether edge �v�� v�� can be added to G while preserving planarity�

InsertEdge�e� v�� v��� Add edge e between vertices v� and v� to graph G� The operation is allowed only if
the resulting graph is itself planar�

InsertV ertex�e� v� e�� e��� Split edge e into two edges e� and e� by inserting vertex v�

AttachV ertex�e� v� u�� Add vertex v and connect it to vertex u by means of edge e�

MakeV ertex�v�� Add an isolated vertex v�

Note that graph G may be non�biconnected �and even non�connected��
As shown in ����� InsertEdge� InsertV ertex� AttachV ertex� andMakeV ertex form a complete repertory

of update operations for planar graphs� In particular� let G be a planar graph with n vertices� We have�

� if G is connected� G can be assembled starting from a single�vertex by means of a sequence of O�n�
InsertEdge and AttachV ertex operations�

�
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Figure �� The skeleton of R�node � in Fig� ��c� the balanced binary trees for its faces� and the balanced
binary tree for ��





� if G is biconnected� G can be assembled starting from a three�vertex cycle by means of a sequence of
O�n� InsertEdge and InsertV ertex operations�

The data structure extends the one for on�line planarity testing given in ����� Namely� we use the following
additional structures�

� For each R�node � of T �

� For each face f of skeleton��� �recall that the embedding of the skeleton of an R�node is unique��
a balanced binary tree B�f�� where each leaf of B�f� is associated with an edge e of f � and stores
value � or � according to whether e is a non�trivial or trivial virtual edge� and each internal node
stores the sum of the values of the leaves in its subtree �see Fig� ��� Hence� the root of B�f� stores
the number of non�trivial virtual edges of f � denoted Rvirtual�f��

� A balanced binary tree B��� associated with �� where each leaf of B��� is associated with a face
f of �� and stores Rvirtual�f�� and each internal node stores the sum of the values of the leaves
in its subtree �see Fig� ��� Hence� the root of B��� stores � times the total number of non�trivial
virtual edges in skeleton���� this last denoted totalRvirtual��� � �

�

P
f Rvirtual�f��

� A variable maxRvirtual��� � maxffRvirtual�f�g� storing the maximumvalue of virtual�f� over
all faces f of skeleton����

� For each P�node � of T �

� An indicator Pthree���� where Pthree��� � � if skeleton��� has three or more non�trivial virtual
edges� and Pthree��� � � otherwise�

� Variables storing the following values�

� The total number of non�trivial virtual edges in the skeletons of the R�nodes of T � denoted

sumtotalRvirtual�G� �
X

R�node��T

totalRvirtual����

� The sum of the values maxRvirtual��� over all the R�node of T � denoted

summaxRvirtual�G� �
X

R�node��T

maxRvirtual����

� The number of P�nodes of T with at least three non�trivial virtual edges� denoted

sumPthree�G� �
X

P�node��T

Pthree����

� The total number of biconnected components of G� denoted totalbico�G��

In Fig� ��c and in Fig� ��b� for each R�node � of the SPQR�tree� the values of totalRvirtual���
and maxRvirtual��� are indicated �separated by a comma�� likewise� for each P�node � the value of
Pthree��� is indicated� In Fig� ��c� for graph G� sumtotalRvirtual�G� � 	� summaxRvirtual�G� � 	�
and sumPthree�G� � �� In Fig� ��b� for graph G� sumtotalRvirtual�G� � �� summaxRvirtual�G� � ��
and sumPthree�G� � ��

Theorem � Operation StrictlyConvex returns true if and only if the following conditions hold�

�� totalbico�G� � ��

	� sumPthree�G� � ��

��




� sumtotalRvirtual�G� � summaxRvirtual�G��

Proof� Condition � expresses the fact that G is biconnected �see Lemma ���
Condition � expresses the fact that every P�node of T has at most two non�trivial virtual edges� i�e��

every split pair has at most two non�trivial split components�
For each R�node � of T � totalRvirtual��� � maxRvirtual���� where equality holds if and only if all the

non�trivial virtual edges of skeleton��� are on the same face� It follows that� for G� sumtotalRvirtual�G� �
summaxRvirtual�G�� Condition � holds if and only if totalRvirtual��� � maxRvirtual��� for each R�node
�� necessity can be proved by contradiction� su�ciency is trivial� It follows that Condition � expresses the
fact that� for each R�node � of T � all the non�trivial virtual edges of skeleton��� are on the same face�

Thus� Conditions �� �� and � are equivalent to Theorem �� �

Theorem � Let G be a planar graph that is updated on�line by adding vertices and edges� and let n be
the current number of vertices of G� There exists a data structure for on�line convex planarity testing of
G with the following performance� the space requirement is O�n�� operations MakeV ertex� Convex and
StrictlyConvex take O��� worst�case time� operations Test� AttachV ertex and InsertV ertex take O�logn�
worst�case time� operation InsertEdge takes O�logn� amortized time�

Proof� Let an elementary skeleton operation be one of the following operations�

� creation of a new skeleton with O��� vertices�

� an InsertV ertex or InsertEdge operation performed on an existing skeleton�

� changing the type of a skeleton edge from trivial to non�trivial�

Updating the additional data structure for on�line convex planarity testing after an elementary skeleton
operation can be done in O�logn� time� E�g�� an InsertV ertex or InsertEdge operation on skeleton���
corresponds to performing O��� insert�delete and split�splice operations on the balanced tree B��� and on
the balanced trees B�f� associated with the faces of skeleton����

To analyze the time complexity of the query and update operations on G� we recall the following properties
of the basic on�line planarity testing data structure �����

� Operations AttachV ertex and InsertV ertex take O�logn� worst�case time and require O��� worst�case
elementary skeleton operations�

� Operation InsertEdge takes O�logn� amortized time and requires O��� amortized elementary skeleton
operations�

� The number of biconnected components of G can be maintained in O�logn� amortized time per update
operation�

The above properties imply the claimed time complexity bounds� �

��
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